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Take a simple approach to learning the Oracle GoldenGate product. This approach provides the in-depth perspective of GoldenGate from an
implementer’s viewpoint; however, also addresses why the management viewpoint is important as well. Your journey through this book
includes and architecture discussion of GoldenGate and the benefits of purchasing GoldenGate from a management perspective. Then the
book quickly moves into advanced implementation components associated with GoldenGate. You’ll find many use-cases and instructions
throughout the book to help with everything from easy to complex GoldenGate implementations. An Oracle GoldenGate implementation
generally consists of a group project, involving both business and technical resources. Pro Oracle GoldenGate for the DBA provides the
viewpoint from the DBA’s vantage point. This approach provides the components of who, what, why, when, and how in defining the
implementation and support of a GoldenGate project. The success of most technical projects require the support of multiple resource groups,
and Pro Oracle GoldenGate for the DBA supplies the insight for the DBA member to understand the implementation and support process.
Takes you through justification, installation, and support. Provides the DBA perspective toward a successful a result. Covers from basic
toward increasingly advanced implementations What You Will Learn Understand the core architecture of data replication using Oracle
GoldenGate Implement a one-way setup of a classic capture and an integrated capture and replication Design, architect and implement a
multi-master replication model Replicate unsupported data types using tokens Manage and troubleshoot multiple GoldenGate
implementations New features of GoldenGate supported in Oracle 12c Who this Book is For Pro Oracle GoldenGate for the DBA is aimed
squarely at Oracle database administrators who find themselves involved in GoldenGate integration projects. The book provides the DBA
view into such projects, helping database administrators toward successful implementations and solid business results.
Combine high volume data movement, complex transformations and real-time data integration with the robust capabilities of ODI in this
practical guide.
Master Oracle SOA Suite 11g Design and implement an agile service-oriented enterprise computing infrastructure using the detailed
information in this Oracle Press guide. Written by an Oracle ACE director, Oracle SOA Suite 11g Handbook uses a hands-on case study to
illustrate each programming, management, and governance concept. Get expert techniques for modeling and implementing complex
business processes and deploying and securing Web services, while maximizing decoupling and code reuse. Install Oracle SOA Suite 11g or
migrate from a previous version Design and develop composite applications using SCA and SDO Model processes using BPEL, BPMN, and
human task components Connect components through mapping and filtering with Oracle Mediator Apply the principles of event-driven
architecture through complex event processing, the event delivery network, and Oracle Business Activity Monitoring server Benefit from the
power of Java through the Spring component and the interaction with Oracle Validate, enrich, transform, route, and operate on data using the
Oracle Service Bus Deploy, test, and manage composite applications from the Oracle Enterprise Manager control console
This comprehensive Oracle Press guide thoroughly covers the latest Oracle-focused data integration tools, techniques, and practices Data
integration is one of the most critical skills that all database professionals must understand and master. Traditional integrations have long
proven difficult, and today’s ubiquitous “big data” sources are exponentially more challenging. This practical volume focuses on current
Oracle Integration and Database tools in the Oracle Technology stack and will teach you how to effectively assimilate myriad sources of
information into a single, unified view. Written by an exceptional team of Oracle experts with dedicated followings, Oracle Data Integration:
Tools for Harnessing Data fully explains the latest methods for integrating disparate formats and sources securely, quickly, and with the least
possible manual tuning. You will learn the techniques that top database professionals employ to merge different data sources into one
framework. This Oracle Press resource features best practices for optimizing the use of SQL, PL/SQL Gateways, Oracle GoldenGate, and
Oracle Integrator. Contains fully up-to-date details on current versions of all Oracle tools Multi-solution approaches throughout offer optimal
results for a wide range of integrations Authored by a team with extensive experience as Oracle professionals, trainers, and writers
This book is a practical step-by-step tutorial with screenshots for carrying out tasks showing you how to manage and administer your data
center with Oracle Enterprise Manager. It is packed with best practices and tips that will help you benefit from the author's extensive
experience of working with Oracle Enterprise Manager since at least a decade, and combined with his 25+ years IT industry experience. If
you are a Data Center, IT or Database Team manager who wants to take advantage of the automation and compliance benefits of Enterprise
Manager 12c Cloud Control, then Oracle Enterprise Mana.
A practical roadmap for database upgrade, migration, and transformation This Oracle Press guide provides best practices for migrating
between different operating systems and platforms, transforming existing databases to use different storage or enterprise systems, and
upgrading databases from one release to the next. Based on the expert authors’ real-world experience, Oracle Database Upgrade, Migration
& Transformation Tips & Techniques will help you choose the best migration path for your project and develop an effective methodology.
Code examples and detailed checklists are included in this comprehensive resource. Leverage the features of Oracle Data Guard to migrate
an Oracle Database Use Oracle Recovery Manager, transportable tablespace sets, and transportable database toolsets to migrate between
platforms Migrate databases with export/import Use Oracle GoldenGate for zero or near-zero downtime migrations Take advantage of the
Cross-Platform Transportable Tablespace Set utility Migrate to new storage platforms using the features of Oracle Automatic Storage
Management Upgrade to Oracle Database 12c with the Database Upgrade Assistant tool Move seamlessly to Oracle's engineered systems
Migrate to the cloud
GoldenGate exchanges data among systems in a timely manner and meets the demand for real-time access to information regardless of
volume. The new release, 12c, includes an optimized database, intelligent and integrated delivery capabilities, expanded heterogeneity, and
tighter security. Perform zero downtime data migration to on-premise or public cloud with GoldenGate's feature-rich portfolio. Start with the
installation and learn the design concepts and enhanced configuration of GoldenGate 12c. Exploit new 12c features to successfully
implement GoldenGate on your enterprise. Dive deep into configuring GoldenGate for high availability, DDL support, and reverse processing.
Build fast, secure, robust, scalable technical solutions by tuning data delivery and networks. Finally, enrich your data replication knowledge by
learning the troubleshooting tips.
Filled with practical, step-by-step instructions and clear explanations for the most important and useful tasks. Get the job done and learn as
you go. A how-To book with practical recipes accompanied with rich screenshots for easy comprehension.This is a Packt Instant How-to
guide, which provides concise and clear recipes for performing the core task of replication using Oracle GoldenGate.The book is aimed at
DBAs from any of popular RDBMS systems such as Oracle, SQL Server, Teradata, Sybase, and so on. The level of detail provides quick
applicability to beginners and a handy review for more advanced administrators.
Oracle Goldengate 11g Complete Cookbook follows the Cookbook style. Each recipe provides step by step instructions with various
examples and scripts. This book provides the necessary information to successfully complete most of the possible administration
tasks.Oracle Goldengate 11g Complete Cookbook is aimed at Database Administrators, Architects, and Middleware Administrators who are
keen to know more about Oracle Goldengate. Whether you are handling Goldengate environments on a day-to-day basis, or using it just for
migration, this book provides the necessary information required to successfully complete your administration tasks. The reader is expected
to have some knowledge of Oracle databases.
Design, install, and configure high-performance data replication solutions using Oracle GoldenGate with this book and eBook.
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A step-by-step guide to practising Oracle GoldenGate High Availability (HA) options, Microservices, and Real-Time downstream techniques
?DESCRIPTION The book starts with a brief introduction about Oracle GoldenGate with Microservices and how to configure high availability
using various methods. Oracle GoldenGate Microservices Architecture (MA) is a similar architecture based on REST APIs which enable us to
configure, monitor, and manage Oracle GoldenGate services using a web-based user interface. Each module supports a specific business
goal and uses a simple, lightweight, and well-defined interface to communicate with other sets of services. Oracle GoldenGate can interact
with custom conflict-resolution routines that customers write to satisfy their business rules. KEY FEATURES - Understand how and when
they're used classic Vs. Microservices - Learn how to use real-time downstream methods based on the environment - Learn how to solve
Oracle GoldenGate (OGG) Conflict Detection and Resolution (CDR) in bi-directional, active replication - Learn how to implement high
availability for mission-critical systems using Oracle GoldenGate – XAG components - Learn how to set up bi-directional replication between
pluggable databases (PDBs) in a multi-tenant environment - Learn how to use differently typed of replicates in pluggable databases (PDBs) in
a multi-tenant environment WHAT WILL YOU LEARN By the end of the book, you will come across a few case studies about how to use
Microservices, Kubernetes, REST APIs in Oracle GoldenGate, and How to monitor Oracle GoldenGate processes in real-time environments.
This book also helps how to use various file systems like ACFS, DBFS, and NFS in high availability for Oracle GoldenGate. WHO THIS
BOOK IS FOR This book is intended for anyone looking for how to set up and configure Uni-directional, Bi-directional replication in missioncritical environments either using classic Oracle GoldenGate OR Oracle GoldenGate with Microservices. This book also helps various
methods to implement real-time downstream techniques. Table of Contents 1. Introduction to Oracle GoldenGate HA - XAG Components 2.
Extract and Replicat in Multitenant Environment 3. Consolidated and Cascaded Oracle GoldenGate 4. Introduction to Oracle GoldenGate
Methodologies 5. Introduction to Oracle GoldenGate Utilities 6. Bi-Directional Replication with Conflict Detection and Resolution (CDR) 7. Bidirectional Replication with Pluggable Databases (PDBs) in Multitenant Environment 8. Real-Time Downstream Database with Multiple
Scenarios 9. Oracle GoldenGate Microservices Architecture overview 10. Managing Oracle GoldenGate and Kubernetes 11. Automation
Recipes Via Rest APIs 12. Oracle GoldenGate Tuning and Troubleshooting
Linux and Solaris Recipes for Oracle DBAs, 2nd Edition is an example–based book on managing Oracle Database under Linux and Solaris.
The book is written for database administrators who need to get work done and lack the luxury of curling up fireside with a stack of operatingsystem documentation. What this book provides instead is task-oriented coverage designed around the needs of the Oracle Database
Administrator. Find the right chapter. Look up the task to perform. See the solution. Implement the solution straight away in your own
environment. Get the job done. New in this edition is coverage of Oracle's own Solaris operating system. Oracle Corporation has been
working diligently to bring commonality between Solaris and and Linux, and this book takes advantage of those efforts to provide taskoriented solutions that work on common distributions of Linux such as Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Oracle Enterprise Linux while also
accommodating the growing number of Oracle Solaris customers. Examples in the book match the tasks DBAs perform daily, even hourly.
Solutions come first in the book, but alway are followed by close explanations of the details. Database administrators won't go wrong with
Linux and Solaris Recipes for Oracle DBAs. It's the book to buy if you're after clear and reliable examples to help in getting the job done, and
getting home to your family. Takes you directly from problem to solution Covers the "right" mix of operating-system tasks for database
administrators Respects your time by being succinct and to–the–point Includes coverage of Solaris in addition to common Linux distributions
What You Will Learn Execute Linux and Solaris commands applicable to Oracle Database. Automate critical DBA tasks via operating-system
shell scripts. Monitor, tune, and optimize Linux and Solaris servers for Oracle. Setup a VirtualBox environment for the Oracle database.
Perform system administration tasks relevant to Oracle Database. Remotely (and securely!) manage Oracle on Linux and Solaris. Who This
Book Is For Linux and Solaris Recipes for Oracle DBAs is a book for Oracle database administrators who want to expertly operate Oracle
databases on the Linux and Solaris operating systems. If you’re new to Linux and Solaris and can benefit from detailed examples showing
how to perform tasks that Oracle DBAs perform on Linux and Solaris servers, then this book is what you need to help you get the job done,
and get home on time.
Leverage Oracle Database 11g Release 2 High Availability Features Protect your critical business assets and achieve maximum database
uptime using the detailed information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle Database 11g Release 2 High Availability: Maximize Your Availability
with Grid Infrastructure, Oracle Real Application Clusters, and Oracle Data Guard, Second Edition provides cost-effective solutions to current
availability challenges. Discover how to grid-enable your IT framework, roll out Oracle Real Application Clusters, maintain standby databases,
and deploy Oracle Flashback. Monitoring, tuning, and disaster recovery techniques are also covered in this comprehensive resource. Install
Oracle Clusterware (as part of Oracle's grid infrastructure) or upgrade from an earlier version Build test clusters and hosts using Oracle VM
Work with Oracle Automatic Storage Management and Oracle Automatic Storage Management Cluster File System Create synchronized
standby databases using Oracle Data Guard Reliably archive and restore data with Oracle Recovery Manager Use Oracle Flashback to
identify and undo user errors Configure Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control for management of an Oracle maximum availability
architecture environment
Learn all of the available upgrade and migration methods in detail to move to Oracle Database version 12c. You will become familiar with
database upgrade best practices to complete the upgrade in an effective manner and understand the Oracle Database 12c patching process.
So it’s time to upgrade Oracle Database to version 12c and you need to choose the appropriate method while considering issues such as
downtime. This book explains all of the available upgrade and migration methods so you can choose the one that suits your environment.
You will be aware of the practical issues and proactive measures to take to upgrade successfully and reduce unexpected issues. With every
release of Oracle Database there are new features and fixes to bugs identified in previous versions. As each release becomes obsolete,
existing databases need to be upgraded. Oracle Database Upgrade and Migration Methods explains each method along with its strategy,
requirements, steps, and known issues that have been seen so far. This book also compares the methods to help you choose the proper
method according to your constraints. Also included in this book: Pre-requisite patches and pre-upgrade steps Patching to perform changes
at the binary and database level to apply bug fixes What You Will Learn: Understand the need and importance of database upgrading and
migration Be aware of the challenges associated with database upgrade decision making Compare all upgrade/migration methods Become
familiar with database upgrade best practices and recommendations Understand database upgrade concepts in high availability and multitenant environments Know the database downgrade steps in case the upgraded database isn’t compatible with the environment Discover
the features and benefits to the organization when it moves from the old database version to the latest database version Understand Oracle
12c patching concepts Who This Book Is For: Core database administrators, solution architects, business consultants, and database
architects
??????SQL?PL/SQL?????Oracle???????:?????????,??????????????.
"Easy-to-manage deployment and virtualization"--cover.
The main work among Maria Valtorta's writings is entitled "The Gospel As Revealed to Me." The original language was Italian and has been
published in ten volumes . It narrates, in a form of "vision," the birth and childhood of Mary and her Son Jesus ->the three years of Jesus'
public life ->His passion, death, resurrection, and ascension ->the beginnings of the Church ->and the assumption of Mary, as if one is
watching a movie. In 1944-1947, the author, Maria Valtorta, received the revelation directly from Jesus Christ Himself, which enabled her to
"see" the gospel in vision. Jesus asked her to write down everything she "saw" in details, so that the world may read it and hence understand
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the gospel in content. Up to the moment, the Italian masterpiece has been translated into more than 20 languages. And this Chinese version
is one of them. Now, let's see what the outstanding personalities of the church said about: The contemporary Pope Pius XII said on 1984
February 26: "Publish this work as it is. There is no need to give an opinion about its origin, whether it be extraordinary or not. Who reads it
will understand." Renowned Bible Scholar, the Blessed Fr. Gabriel M. Allegra, a Franciscan missionary who is highly revered by Chinese
Catholics for being the very first to translate the entire Catholic Bible into Chinese, was beatified on September 29, 2012 by Pope John Paul
II, said: "The finger of God is here." Saint Padre Pio da Pietralcina said to a spiritual daughter, Elisa Lucchi, about Valtorta's writings. "I don't
advise you ---I "order" you to read them." Fr. Gabriel Roschini, a distinguished Mariologist and professor, who himself has written 130 books
on the topic, humbly said: "even if I put all my writings together, is still inferior to that of Valtorta's in terms of vividness. "
???????????????????????, SQL,?????,??????????????????????
Now in its third edition, this best-selling book continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to apply Oracle Database to produce
scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom Kyte and Darl Kuhn share a simple philosophy: "you can treat Oracle
as a black box and just stick data into it, or you can understand how it works and exploit it as a powerful computing environment." If you
choose the latter, then you’ll find that there are few information management problems that you cannot solve quickly and elegantly. This fully
revised third edition covers the developments up to Oracle Database 12c. Significant new content is included surrounding Oracle's new cloud
feature set, and especially the use of pluggable databases. Each feature is taught in a proof-by-example manner, not only discussing what it
is, but also how it works, how to implement software using it, and the common pitfalls associated with it. Don’t treat Oracle Database as a
black-box. Get this book. Get under the hood. Turbo-charge your career. Revised to cover Oracle Database 12c Proof-by-example approach:
Let the evidence be your guide Dives deeply into Oracle Database’s most powerful features
Written by Oracle insiders, this indispensable guide distills an enormous amount of information about the Oracle Database into one compact
volume. Ideal for novice and experienced DBAs, developers, managers, and users, Oracle Essentials walks you through technologies and
features in Oracle’s product line, including its architecture, data structures, networking, concurrency, and tuning. Complete with illustrations
and helpful hints, this fifth edition provides a valuable one-stop overview of Oracle Database 12c, including an introduction to Oracle and
cloud computing. Oracle Essentials provides the conceptual background you need to understand how Oracle truly works. Topics include: A
complete overview of Oracle databases and data stores, and Fusion Middleware products and features Core concepts and structures in
Oracle’s architecture, including pluggable databases Oracle objects and the various datatypes Oracle supports System and database
management, including Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Security options, basic auditing capabilities, and options for meeting compliance
needs Performance characteristics of disk, memory, and CPU tuning Basic principles of multiuser concurrency Oracle’s online transaction
processing (OLTP) Data warehouses, Big Data, and Oracle’s business intelligence tools Backup and recovery, and high availability and
failover solutions
Bachelorarbeit aus dem Jahr 2015 im Fachbereich Informationswissenschaften, Informationsmanagement, Note: 1,3, Fachhochschule der
Deutschen Telekom in Leipzig, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Die Bachelorarbeit "Standortübergreifende Migration einer relationalen Oracle
Datenbank zu einem neuen System inklusive Schemaintegration und minimaler Auszeit." beschäftigt sich mit der Migration einer 17 TB
großen Oracle Datenbank. Dafür wurde als Praxisteil ein Testsystem aufgesetzt, um diese Migration unter den gegebenen Kriterien
durchzuspielen. Für die Migration wurde RMAN, Data Guard und GoldenGate verwendet. Alle abgesetzten Befehle sind im Anhang enthalten
und die Arbeit enthält eine ausführliche Beschreibung und Gegenüberstellung von Replikationstechniken. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die
erfolgreiche Migration der Datenbank mit allen geforderten Kriterien. Da die Migration der CRM-T-Umgebung erst Ende 2015 oder Anfang
2016 stattfinden wird, soll diese Arbeit zusätzlich eine Vorlage für diese Migration bieten. Außerdem dient sie als Beweis, dass die geplante
Migration in entsprechender Ausführung funktioniert. Daher werden alle Befehle und Konfigurationsparameter protokolliert und im Anhang
beigefügt. Bis jetzt hatte das Unternehmen nicht die Möglichkeit die geplanten Sicherheitsvorkehrungen in der Praxis zu testen, da noch
keine Verbindung zwischen den beiden Standorten besteht. Da die gleichen Konfigurationen in der Testumgebung verwendet werden, wird
das Netzwerk zwischen den Datenbanken mit einer bestimmten Software überwacht. Dadurch wird erkannt, ob die Verschlüsselung
funktioniert und das Unternehmen T-Systems kann anhand der Bachelorarbeit die Verschlüsselung auf der CRM-T-Umgebung
implementieren.
Oracle GoldenGate 11g HandbookMcGraw Hill Professional
This book covers Oracle Database 11g, Oracle Database 12c, MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server. It includes related Oracle Database
features for readers trying to prototype or implement Oracle GoldenGate. What you will learn from the book? Oracle GoldenGate
fundamentals, modular architecture, flexible and scalable configuration and installation options. This is the foundation for all new Oracle
GoldenGate users. Oracle GoldenGate initial data-load techniques for a heterogeneous environment, including initial- load using the
Recovery Manager (RMAN) suitable for a VLDB environment. Learn how to configure Oracle GoldenGate instance for query offloading.
Reports are diverted to an Oracle Database instance for an operational Data Warehouse, running 10x faster. Find out how to configure
Oracle GoldenGate for high-availability using bi-directional topology. Learn how to implement internal and user-defined Conflict Detection and
Resolution (CDR) necessary to operate active-active Oracle GoldenGate environments. Deployment of Oracle GoldenGate Veridata.
Installation and configuration of the Repository. Installation and configuration of the agent on source and target systems. Configuration of
Oracle GoldenGate to determine Out-Of-Sync tables. Use of Oracle GoldenGate for performing Near Zero-Downtime Upgrade Migration.
Learn the use of the Recovery Manager (RMAN) cloning to prepare the database for upgrade. Learn how to configure Oracle GoldenGate on
a heterogeneous environment composed of Oracle Database 12c Non-CDB, MySQL and Oracle Database 12c CDB. Learn how to use
Oracle GoldenGate performing data transformation for the operational data store. Learn how to install, configure, and use Oracle GoldenGate
Management Pack. Learn in-depth about Oracle GoldenGate Director and Oracle GoldenGate Monitor. Integration of Oracle GoldenGate with
Oracle Data Guard. Migration from Oracle Streams to Oracle GoldenGate. Configuration of Oracle GoldenGate for best performance using
Integrated Capture and intermediate systems. Learn how to Configure Data Definition Language (DDL) replication.
Provides information on replicating data across Oracle databases and other platforms with Oracle GoldenGate 11g.
This Oracle Press guide illuminates and details the revolutionary new features and tools available in Oracle Database 12c.
?????:???
Annotation Oracle RAC or Real Application Clusters is a grid computing solution that allows multiple nodes (servers) in a clustered system to
mount and open a single database that resides on shared disk storage. Should a single system (node) fail, the database service will still be
available on the remaining nodes. Oracle RAC is an integral part of the Oracle database setup. You have one database with multiple users
accessing it, in real time. This book will enable DBAs to get their finger on the pulse of the Oracle 11g RAC environment quickly and easily.
This book will cover all areas of the Oracle RAC environment and is indispensable if you are an Oracle DBA who is charged with configuring
and implementing Oracle11g R1, with bonus R2 information included. This book presents a complete method for the configuration,
installation, and design of Oracle 11g RAC, ultimately enabling rapid administration of Oracle 11g RAC environments. This practical
handbook documents how to administer a complex Oracle 11g RAC environment. Packed with real world examples, expert tips and
troubleshooting advice, the book begins by introducing the concept of Oracle RAC and High Availability. It then dives deep into the world of
RAC configuration, installation and design, enabling you to support complex RAC environments for real world deployments. Chapters cover
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Oracle RAC and High Availability, Oracle 11g RAC Architecture, Oracle 11g RAC Installation, Automatic Storage Management,
Troubleshooting, Workload Management and much more. By following the practical examples in this book, you will learn every concept of the
RAC environment and how to successfully support complex Oracle 11g R1 and R2 RAC environments for various deployments within real
world situations. This book is the updated release of our previous Oracle 11g R1/R2 Real Application Clusters Handbook. If you already own
a copy of that Handbook, there is no need to upgrade to this book.
As a Packt Cookbook, you can expect this book to be full of useful and practical recipes to common and important tasks faced by
professional database administrators. This book is for Oracle Database, Middleware, System, and Infrastructure Administrators. A basic
understanding of Oracle Enterprise Manager is needed, as well as being comfortable using command line environments.
Maximize Oracle Exadata Capabilities Leverage all of the powerful features available in the Oracle Exadata Database Machine using the
proven techniques inside this Oracle Press guide. Written by Oracle experts, Achieving Extreme Performance with Oracle Exadata shows
you how to take full advantage of this complete, optimized package of software, servers, and storage. Best practices for enterprise
deployments, high availability, administration, backup and recovery, data warehousing, online transaction processing, consolidation, and
migration are included in this authoritative resource. Take advantage of the tightly integrated hardware and software in the Oracle Exadata
Database Machine Work with Oracle Exadata software features, including Smart Scans, Oracle Exadata Hybrid Columnar Compression,
storage indexes, Oracle Exadata Smart Flash Cache, and I/O Resource Manager Understand Oracle Exadata Database Machine balanced
hardware architecture Architect, administer, and monitor Oracle Exadata Storage Servers Deploy data warehouses on the Oracle Exadata
Database Machine Run online transaction processing (OLTP) workloads on the Oracle Exadata Database Machine Consolidate databases
with and migrate databases to the Oracle Exadata Database Machine
An Expert Guide for Solving Complex Oracle Database Problems Oracle Database Problem Solving and Troubleshooting Handbook delivers
comprehensive, practical, and up-to-date advice for running the Oracle Database reliably and efficiently in complex production environments.
Seven leading Oracle experts have brought together an unmatched collection of proven solutions, hands-on examples, and step-by-step tips
for Oracle Database 12c, 11g, and other recent versions of Oracle Database. Every solution is crafted to help experienced Oracle DBAs and
DMAs understand and fix serious problems as rapidly as possible. The authors cover LOB segments, UNDO tablespaces, high GC buffer
wait events, poor query response times, latch contention, indexing, XA distributed transactions, RMAN backup/recovery, and much more.
They also offer in-depth coverage of a wide range of topics, including DDL optimization, VLDB tuning, database forensics, adaptive cursor
sharing, data pumps, data migration, SSDs, indexes, and how to go about fixing Oracle RAC problems. Learn how to Choose the quickest
path to solve high-impact problems Use modern best practices to make your day more efficient and predictable Construct your “Call 9-1-1
plan” for future database emergencies Proactively perform maintenance to improve your environment’s stability Save time with industrystandard tools and scripts Register your product at informit.com/register for convenient access to downloads, updates, and corrections as
they become available.
Master the Powerful Multitenant Features of Oracle Database 12c Govern a scalable, extensible, and highly available enterprise database
environment using the practical information contained in this Oracle Press guide. Written by a team of Oracle Masters, Oracle Database 12c
Release 2 Multitenant shows, step-by-step, how to deploy and manage multitenant configurations across IT frameworks of all types and
sizes. Find out how to create databases, work with PDBs and CDBs, administer Oracle Net Services, and automate administrative tasks.
Backup and recovery, security, and advanced multitenant options are covered in complete detail. Learn how to: • Build high-performance
multitenant Oracle databases • Create single-tenant, multitenant, and application containers • Establish network connections and manage
services • Handle security using authentication, authorization, and encryption • Back up and restore your mission-critical data • Work with
point-in-time recovery and Oracle Flashback • Move data and replicate and clone databases • Work with Oracle’s Resource Manager and
Data Guard
Annotation From smaller businesses through to huge enterprises _ users all over the world often require access to data 24 hours a day.
Distributed database systems proliferate the world of data sharing providing an ability to access real-time data anywhere, anytime. Oracle
Streams, a built-in feature of the Oracle database, is a data replication and integration feature critical to the success and wellbeing of
enterprises in today's fast moving economy. This book provides the reader with solid techniques to master Oracle Streams technology and
successfully deploy distributed database systems. This book quickly goes over the basics and gets you up and running with a simple Oracle
11g Streams environment. It will serve as an excellent companion to the Oracle Streams Administration Guide. It is intended for Oracle
database architects and administrators, and provides in-depth discussion on must-know information for the design, implementation, and
maintenance of an Oracle Streams environment. The book does not attempt to regurgitate all the information in the Oracle Streams
Administration Guides, but rather provides additional clarification and explanation of design, implementation, and troubleshooting concepts
that are often elusive in Streams documentation. It also identifies helpful tools and Oracle resources to add to your knowledge base, as well
as tried and tested tricks and tips to help you tame Oracle Streams. The book starts by introducing and explaining the components of Oracle
Streams and how they work together. It then moves on logically, helping you to determine your distributed environment requirements and
design your Streams implementation to meet those requirements. Once these concepts are discussed, the book moves to configuration and
basic implementation examples to help solidify those concepts. It then addresses advanced features such as tags, down-stream capture, and
conflict resolution. You then move on to maintenance techniques such as documenting the environment, effectively planning and
implementing changes to the environment, and monitoring and troubleshooting the environment. When you have studied the techniques and
completed the hands-on examples, you will have an understanding of Oracle Streams' core concepts and functionally that will allow you to
successfully design, implement, and maintain an Oracle Streamed environment.

Expert Oracle GoldenGate is a hands-on guide to creating and managing complex data replication environments using
the latest in database replication technology from Oracle. GoldenGate is the future in replication technology from Oracle,
and aims to be best-of-breed. GoldenGate supports homogeneous replication between Oracle databases. It supports
heterogeneous replication involving other brands such as Microsoft SQL Server and IBM DB2 Universal Server.
GoldenGate is high-speed, bidirectional, highly-parallelized, and makes only a light impact on the performance of
databases involved in replication. The authors share their experience in the form of tutorials on designing and
implementing all types of Oracle GoldenGate environments. You’ll learn methods for tuning Oracle GoldenGate
performance. You’ll discover GoldenGate’s utility as a migration and extract, transform, load (ETL) tool. You’ll learn to
configure highly-available environments involving GoldenGate, Real Application Clusters, and Data Guard. From
installation to design to implementation and troubleshooting, Expert Oracle GoldenGate helps you master all aspects of
using and applying Oracle GoldenGate as the replication tool of choice in your environment. Explains all aspects of using
GoldenGate for replication Covers homogeneous, heterogeneous, and bidirectional replication Shows the use of
GoldenGate for data migration and extract, transform, load (ETL)
Vol. 1- contains list of members.
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Master Oracle Real Application Clusters Maintain a dynamic enterprise computing infrastructure with expert instruction
from an Oracle ACE. Oracle Database 11g Oracle Real Application Clusters Handbook, Second Edition has been fully
revised and updated to cover the latest tools and features. Find out how to prepare your hardware, deploy Oracle Real
Application Clusters, optimize data integrity, and integrate seamless failover protection. Troubleshooting, performance
tuning, and application development are also discussed in this comprehensive Oracle Press guide. Install and configure
Oracle Real Application Clusters Configure and manage diskgroups using Oracle Automatic Storage Management Work
with services, voting disks, and Oracle Clusterware Repository Look under the hood of the Cache Fusion and Global
Resource Directory operations in Oracle Real Applications Clusters Explore the internal workings of backup and recovery
in Oracle Real Application Clusters Employ workload balancing and the Transparent Application Failover feature of an
Oracle database Get complete coverage of Stretch Clusters, also known as Metro Clusters Troubleshoot Oracle
Clusterware using the most advanced diagnostics available Develop custom Oracle Real Application Clusters
applications
A Must Have Guide for using Oracle GoldenGate in Oracle Database Upgrade and Bi-Directional Replication
ProjectsHarness the power of Oracle GoldenGate 11gR2 robust tool, and use Oracle GoldenGate for your next Database
Upgrade Project or for your High-Availability requirements. Your next Oracle Database Upgrade project should not be
nerve wrecking and scary, rather you can perform your Oracle Database Upgrade without extensive downtime, with full
end-to-end, functional and performance testing capabilities. Moreover, Oracle GoldenGate provides you rollback
capabilities like none other in case of a failed Database Upgrade. If you are planning to implement High-Availability or
Disaster Recovery solution, you can utilize Oracle GoldenGate Bi-directional capabilities to not only provide you HighAvailability and Disaster Recovery solution but also enable you to use your other database for Read/Write activity for
better utilization of resources.Written by Kashif Aslam, who himself has performed multiple database upgrades using
Oracle GoldenGate, and also has implemented multiple Oracle GoldenGate replication projects including 4-way MultiMaster Active-Active replication, this book provides step by step instructions with screenshots and sample codes to fully
enable you to perform Oracle database Upgrade using Oracle GoldenGate and also setup Active-Active Bi-Directional
replication along with detailed examples of configuring conflict detection and resolution methodologies.
Master Oracle GoldenGate 11g Enable highly available, real-time access to enterprise data in heterogeneous
environments. Featuring hands-on workshops, Oracle GoldenGate 11g Handbook shows you how to install, configure,
and implement this high-performance application. You’ll learn how to replicate data across Oracle databases and other
platforms, including MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server, and perform near-zero-downtime migrations and upgrades.
Monitoring, performance tuning, and troubleshooting are also discussed in this Oracle Press guide. Install and configure
Oracle GoldenGate Implement Oracle GoldenGate one-way replication Configure multitarget and cascading replication
Use bidirectional replication to build a heterogeneous database infrastructure Secure your environment, control and
manipulate data, and prevent errors Configure Oracle GoldenGate for Oracle Clusterware and Oracle Real Application
Clusters Use Oracle GoldenGate with MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server Perform near-zero-downtime upgrades and
migrations Use Oracle GoldenGate Monitor and Oracle GoldenGate Director Ensure data quality with Oracle GoldenGate
Veridata Implement nondatabase integration options
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